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Research Questions
1. What specialist lexis (single words, collocations,
multi‐word units) do postgraduate International
Law students need for reading?
2. What text coverage does this Discipline‐Specific
Vocabulary Core (DSVC) provide?
3. When students begin their LLM course, do they
know this DSVC?
• Words with a Law‐specific meaning in
Gardner and Davies (2014) New Academic Vocabulary List (AVL)
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The DSVC International Law Corpus
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analysis

LLM
reading
texts

The DSVC International Law
Corpus

Corpus
(1.95m words)

Discipline‐Specific
Vocabulary Core

The DSVC International Law Corpus
12 domains:
8. EU Constitutional &

Module/domain

Univ.

Modules in LLM programmes
in 21 UK universities (2014/5)
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1.

Company Law

2.

Intellectual Property &
Internet Law

3.

Civil & Commercial ADR

4.

Sale & Carriage of Goods,
Marine Insurance, & Shipping

5.

World Trade and Investment

6.

Banking & Finance

7.

Conflict of Laws

9.
10.
11.

12.

Administrative Law
EU Substantive Law
Public International Law
Armed Conflict &
International Criminal
Justice
International Human
Rights Law

ADR = arbitration, mediation etc.
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written legal texts

Secondary

texts & topics

Primary

Prescriptive

D
the management and/or controlling
D
flow ownership by the controlling
D
in recent years, particularly as
D
investors. More recent examples of
D
is not to suggest that
D rategic and operational matters require
D
board (at least without formal
D
to raise loan capital and
D orward financing proposals that require
D
which takes account of minority
D
the company is to maximise
D
striking the right balance between
D mpany, including the shareholders. The
D . Accordingly, Berle was not advocating
D
for approval and where a
D
have the right to submit
D ublicising underperformance and filing
D
company elections; nor usually can
D
can be supplemented by certain
D
on the law relating to
D those concerned with transparency and
D
a fight on the Draft
D
of US accounting standards and
D considerations and because it enhances
D
business, that end is maximising
D
with the obligation to maximize
D
as a way of maximizing
D
with B as a minority
D
and thus becoming a minority
D
the behest of a minority
D existence of different and incompatible
D
holding periods for stock; increased
D
. At the same time, though,

shareholder , which is essentially the st
shareholder mitigates this incentive for
shareholder activism has developed and b
shareholder activism include a revolt by
shareholder activism is always a good
shareholder approval, company election p
shareholder approval) from taking any
shareholder approval is not normally req
shareholder approval, they will know tha
shareholder interests and does not unfa
shareholder interests. The second answer
shareholder primacy and stakeholder mana
shareholder primacy and stakeholder theo
shareholder primacy as we understand it
shareholder proposal has been made pursu
shareholder proposals to a vote. If
shareholder proposals to bring about imp
shareholder resolutions bind the board,
shareholder resolutions or agreements. S
shareholder resolutions, proxies and cor
shareholder rights, also single out quot
Shareholder Rights Directive is going on
shareholder rights' protection; and the
shareholder value. The argument seems to
shareholder value, which depends on busi
shareholder value. During the same p
shareholder returns? The basic problem i
shareholder, a position which may prove
shareholder may be such a costly
shareholder. b Practical impediments to
shareholder voting guidelines (5.8). 36
shareholder voting influence in relation
shareholder voting probably only operate

shareholder

Descriptive

See publications for
details and citation.

 33-34 files in each domain
 5000-word samples
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Hybrid

Company law
Kemp (2018)

1 law
2 rights
3 information
4 data
5 copyright
6 court
7 protection
8 work
9 right
10 use
11 states
12 article
13 act
14 case
15 public
16 internet
17 international
18 section
19 parties
20 electronic

use
copying and use
use
registration and use
the terms and conditions of the use
in connection with any use
must be use
use
the use
to make use
where use
fair use
of public non‐commercial use
against unfair commercial use
legitimate use
for private use
where the use
unauthorised use
permitted to use
the right to use
intending to use
inhibit the use
the use
could use

by
of
of works
Kemp (2018)
of
of the work or other subject matter
of electronic communications
as a trade mark
of a trade mark
made of the work
of electronic communications
is made of

is authorised by
of

it
of
of the word '

IP &
Internet law
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?

idea

idea
Sale & Carriage of
Goods, Marine
Insurance, &
Shipping

in accordance with + legal authority
cases

Kemp (2018)

For detail concerning the examples and for further examples see:
Kemp, J. (Dec. 2018) ‘A rosy‐fingered dawn for legal education? Insights from a corpus
linguistic perspective on text’. Nottingham Law Journal, 27(2), 82‐94. (Journal published
online at: https://www4.ntu.ac.uk/nls/research/nlj/index.html)

Thank you
So thank you
I'd just like to say thank you
Thank you

very much.
for coming to my talk toda
once again for giving me th
. We just have time for one

jenny.kemp@le.ac.uk
Join me on
References are on the handout
Images: Word clouds: http://www.wordle.net/create and https://www.wordclouds.com/
Other images licensed by Creative Commons unless otherwise indicated.
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